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Don’t Dumb Down Legal Education!
Britain and her legal services industry will be the loser, if
SRA proposals go ahead, says new Politeia analysis.
Dumbing Down the Law—The SRA Proposals for Legal Training by
Professor Anthony Bradney responds to the Solicitors Regulatory Authority.
Publication: Thursday 11th February
Britain’s legal services attract business from across the world. Not only is the
UK’s legal system seen to be fair, effective and reliable. But the legal
profession’s knowledge, professionalism and quality of work guarantees the
high standards under which the law operates. Indeed, as Politeia's new study by
Anthony Bradney explains, evidence commissioned in 2013 by the Solicitors
Regulation Authority, concluded that the present system for qualifying to
become a solicitor worked well.
However, Professor Bradney warns in Dumbing Down the Law - The SRA
Proposals for Legal Training, all this might now be the victim of arbitrary
change.
He explains that the SRA now intends radically to alter the process for
becoming a solicitor. It wants a single 'Solicitor Qualifying Exam' (SQE) to
replace the tried and tested arrangements that work so well today. Instead of the
emphasis on candidates mastering (and being examined on) the academic
knowledge of the law, with a practical training course and test to qualify, the
plan is for a fudged ‘one size fits all’ approach.
A ‘Competence Statement’ of skills would be instituted against which all
candidates would be tested and the current and rigorous testing of knowledge
of the law would be submerged into the new process, assessed merely through
centrally set ‘objective tests’, marked by computer. There would be no
regulation of the courses, if any, a student attended. Passing the test would be
supposed in itself to show competence.
Already many practising lawyers in UK law firms, as well as academic
lawyers, have warned that this is the wrong approach. They rightly warn that
no credible evidence to support the supposed need for fundamental change has
been produced. They also explain that the new test, with its attendant costs, will
put new barriers to entry into the profession without in any way improving the
education of those wishing to qualify as solicitors. And by lowering the
academic requirements, the profession's international competitiveness will
suffer.
As Professor Bradney concludes, such a change would bring ‘many risks and
no advantages’.
‘The SRA’s reforms are an experiment that is dangerous for the solicitors’
profession and dangerous for those thinking of joining it in the future’.
Commenting on the proposals, Professor Peter Crisp, Dean BPP University’s
Law School, which is the exclusive provider of post-graduate training for the
future trainees of over 50 leading law firms, warns:
‘These proposals if implemented will seriously damage this country’s legal
profession’s international standing. All our major competitor jurisdictions
require their lawyers to be educated to at least Masters’ level. Assessing
competence to practice at a lower level threatens the standing, quality and
reputation of the solicitors’ profession. Given than most professions
including nursing, teaching ... the police are now graduate-entry professions,
the SRA’s proposals lack credibly and will undermine public confidence in
the legal profession.’
Dumbing Down the Law—The SRA’s Proposal for Legal Training is
available from Politeia, 33 Catherine Place, SW1E 6DY.
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